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Content companies with multiple revenue streams that embrace immersive content across digital devices
are most valuable, in our opinion. In the past 5 months, the market capitalization of the largest public US
content companies has fallen by $57B, or 13%, in a flat market. There are three primary issues that
investors are trying to assess: 1) trends in revenue per content hour viewed; 2) added costs; and
3) valuation multiple risk.
Revenue Risk. Investors are focused on the math that content companies earn $0.30 per hour of linear
TV viewed vs. $0.11 per hour for Netflix viewing globally vs. $0.03 per hour of YouTube viewing.
Costs. In addition to rising content costs, each new OTT entrant adds $50-100MM of costs to the US
TV ecosystem with little incremental revenue, by our estimates.
Valuation. What investors are most concerned about is that when content that benefits from two
revenue streams is put on a platform with a single revenue stream, it potentially destroys value in 3 ways:
x It pushes viewing toward a lower revenue per hour for that piece of content, which acts as a
headwind to future revenue growth, and retrains consumers to demand a lower cost per hour of
premium content viewed via lower ad loads or lower subscription prices.
x It lowers the value of the
enterprise because it shifts
consumption from a dual
revenue stream business
model toward a single
revenue
stream.
We
calculate that dual revenue
stream businesses trade at a
30% premium to single
revenue stream assets.
x Shifting viewing
hours
undermines
a
key
competitive advantage that
incumbents have compared
to
their
digital-only
competitors.
Competition. YouTube pays $0.03 per hour for content, and ad blocking suggests downward pressure.
This anemic monetization undermines digital-only competitors, making it more likely that disruption (if
it occurs) will come from traditional content companies.
Stock Picks. Our stock picks from this work include comScore, Netflix and World Wrestling
Entertainment—all of which benefit from viewing shifts toward digital platforms.
Relevant disclosure information begins on page 22.

Stock Selection
We are super-fans of the direct-to-consumer space for new entrants. We are optimistic about the revenue
growth prospects of premium digital video content based on global reach and the opportunity for
expanding valuation multiples for the shares below. Importantly, none of these companies are replacing a
multiple revenue stream business model with a single revenue stream business model. In alphabetical order:
comScore (SCOR, Buy)
comScore has been the leader in online measurement since 2000. We see SCOR as a way to play three key
trends: 1) the increasingly global nature of content and ad campaigns; 2) a product mix shift toward mobile
and video measurement, which aids SCOR margins; and 3) upside potential of new products that are priced
to rise (uncapped) with online advertising growth. In addition, SCOR will close its acquisition of Rentrak
(RENT, Buy) in January 2106, which should enable a powerful cross-platform measurement product for
SCOR, suggesting revenue upside.
Netflix (NFLX, Buy)
Netflix is the poster child for TV and internet convergence, because it aggregates traditional TV and film
content into a simple consumer-facing value proposition and uses the internet to distribute this product
globally. In 3Q15, NFLX had approximately 66 million paying subscribers globally, including 42 million
US subs, each paying $9-12 per month. We believe the market is undervaluing Netflix’s international
expansion upside.
World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE, Buy)
We believe that WWE offers investors the best of both worlds because WWE has two large,
visible/contractually obligated revenue streams that provide downside protection for investors plus one
multiple expansion driver from WWE’s OTT Network. Contractual payments from Pay TV distribution
companies around the world will grow WWE’s visible TV license fee revenue stream from $130MM in
2014 to $235MM in 2018. In addition, investors have the potential upside from WWE’s direct-toconsumer OTT Network, which is already larger than the PPV business it replaced.

Cover photo credit: ©iStockphoto.com Milan_Jovic.

Valuation Trends
In the past 5 months, the market cap of the largest public US content companies has fallen by $57B, or
13% (vs. S&P 500 down 1%), as shown in Figure 1.
Market Capitalization Trends ($MM)

CBS
DIS
FOXA
DISCA
SNI
TWX
VIAB
Total
S&P500

Figure 1

7/31/2015*

12/2/2015

% Change

$26,374
$205,320
$70,658
$21,628
$8,060
$72,900
$22,664
$427,603
2,093

$23,540
$189,120
$57,860
$17,560
$7,310
$55,980
$18,960
$370,330
2,080

‐11%
‐8%
‐18%
‐19%
‐9%
‐23%
‐16%
‐13%
‐1%

*Disney announced its June 2015 earnings on 8/4/15. Source: FactSet.

The market value downdraft since July was generally attributed by the press to Disney’s (DIS, Hold)
comments about cord cutting (ESPN subs fell from 99MM in 10/13 to 92MM in 10/15) and falling
guidance for ESPN after their June quarter, coupled with Time Warner Cable (TWC, Hold) and Viacom’s
(VIAB, Hold) discussion of experimenting with lower ad loads for some TV content on their 3Q15
earnings calls. Our conversations with investors would suggest that this interpretation of the evaporating
market cap is too narrow.
Our conversations with clients revolve around three primary issues that are key to long-term TV
ecosystem valuations:




The “Race to the Bottom” of Revenue per Content Hour Viewed
Rising Costs to the TV Ecosystem
Valuation Multiple Risk

We discuss each of these issues in the following sections of this report.
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Figure 2: Case Study - WWE
Calculation of Revenue per Viewer per Hour by Distribution Platform
PPV (ended on 12/31/13)
4,500,000 Annual subscribers to PPVs (1mm for Wrestlemania + 410K each for 11 other PPVs/yr)
3 hours per event
1,500,000 Total PPV hours viewed in 2013 (last year of PPV)
$
$
$

86,000,000
57.33
28,000,000
33%

WWE's reported PPV revenue in 2013
WWE's 2013 revenue per viewer per hour from TV PPV
WWE's reported PPV EBITDA in 2013
PPV margin

WWE OTT Network (Launched Feb 2014)
53 Total OTT Network viewing hours/sub in 1Q15 (includes Wrestlemania)
120 OTT Network viewing hours/sub for 2Q15, 3Q15 and 4Q15E
173 Annual hours of OTT Network viewing/sub in 2015
1,200,000 Avg OTT subs in 2015 (80% US + 20% offshore)
207,600,000 Total hours of viewing of OTT Network 2015
$ 140,000,000 WWE's revenue from OTT Network TTM (Trailing 12 Months)
$
0.67 WWE's 2015E revenue per viewer per hour from OTT Network
$ 40,000,000 WWE's OTT Network EBITDA TTM
29% OTT Network margin OTT
30 years old is the average age of viewers on OTT platform
Raw & Smackdown- Pay TV Contracts Globally
RAW US viewing calculation
3 hours per week of programming
4,300,000 US: Nielsen avg weekly ratings 2015 is 4.3
52 weeks per year
670,800,000 Avg annual viewing hours for Raw in 2015
Smackdown US viewing calculation
2 hours per week of programming
2,800,000 US: Nielsen avg weekly ratings 2015 is 2.8
52 weeks per year
291,200,000 Avg annual viewing hours for Smackdown in 2015

962,000,000 Total US viewing hours (Raw+Smackdown) in 2015
$ 105,000,000 Revenue from NBCU for US rights to Raw and Smackdown in 2015E
$

0.11 WWE's US 2015E revenue per viewer per hour from NBCU for US rights
40 years old is the average viewing age for Raw & Smackdown on US TV
1,443,000,000 Total Global viewing hours for Raw & Smackdown in 2015E

$ 180,000,000 Revenue for Raw and Smackdown from PayTV globally in 2015E
$

0.12 WWE's Global 2015E revenue per viewer per hour from Pay TV

YouTube
7,300,000,000 WWE global streams on YouTube 9/30/14-9/30/15
60 mins per hour
121,666,667 hours of viewing on YouTube TTM (trailing 12 months)

$

7,000,000 WWE share of YouTube Revenue TTM

$

0.06 WWE's avg annual revenue per viewer per hour from YouTube globally
20 years old is the average age of viewers on YouTube platform
Source: WWE 10Q & 10Ks, Needham & Company, LLC estimates.
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US Linear TV
$
$
US Netflix
$
$

840 Price Paid/HH/Year for TV ($70/month x 12)
3,359 Hours of TV Viewing/HH/Year (4 hrs 11 mins/day x 2.2 people/HH x 365)
0.25 Consumer-Facing Price Paid per Hour per US HH for Linear TV
120 Price Paid/HH/Year for Netflix ($10/month x 12)
668 US Hours of Netflix Viewing/HH/Year (167 hours in 1Q15 x 4)
0.18 Consumer-Facing Price Paid per Hour per US HH for Netflix Viewing

Subscription Revenue Paid to Content Companies
$ 100,000,000,000 Total US TV Subscription Revenue, 2015
$ 50,000,000,000 50% Paid out to Content Companies
$
100,000,000 US Multi-Channel Households
3,359 Hours of TV Viewing/HH/Year (4 hrs 11 mins/day x 2.2 people/HH x 365)
$
0.15 Subscription Revenue per Hour Paid to Content Companies
Advertising Revenue Paid to Content Companies
$ 70,000,000,000 Total US TV Advertising Revenue, 2015
$ 49,000,000,000 70% Retained by Content Companies
$
100,000,000 US Multi-Channel Households
3,359 Hours of TV Viewing/HH/Year (4 hrs 11 mins/day x 2.2 people/HH x 365)
$
0.15 Advertising Revenue per Hour Paid to Content Companies
$
0.30 Total Revenue Paid to Content Companies per Hour of Linear TV Viewing






DISCA
SNI
TWX
VIAB

US Cable Channel
Expenses, 2014
($mm)
$1,271
$1,313
$4,781
$5,752

Corp Overhead
Allocation for US
Channels ($mm)
$319
$134
$363
$353

Required
Total Expenses,
Avg Cost/US Cable
ROIC, at 15%
2014
US Cable
Channel/Year
($mm)
($mm)
Channels
($mm)
$238
$1,828
10
$183
$217
$1,664
6
$277
$772
$5,916
8
$739
$916
$7,021
18
$390
Average Cost per Cable Channel ($mm)
$397

Date of Calculation
Dec. 2012 Dec. 2015
For the Forward Year
2013
2016
Change
1 EV/Sales
2.1
2.7
31%
2 EV/OIBDA
8.6
11.7
36%
3 P/E
13.2
17.5
32%
4 FCF/Share
$3.91
$4.86
24%
5 EV/FCF
12.6
16.3
29%
Average
30%

A Longer Runway for Revenue Growth
Another reason Wall Street values multiple revenue streams more highly than single revenue streams is that
two pools of money are always larger than either of them alone. By implication, the runway for revenue
growth is longer.
According to PwC’s most recent Entertainment and Media Outlook report, the US TV ecosystem of about
300 24-hour per day TV channels will garner approximately $170B of total revenue in 2015, broken down
as $70B of advertising plus $100B of TV subscription and license fees. The most obvious point is that if
content companies only had access to one of these revenue streams, their revenue would be about half of
what it actually will report in 2015.
To broaden this analysis, for any new business a first tier question is always: What is the TAM (total
addressable market)? If a company can tap into multiple pools of money, it makes sense that its TAM is
larger than trying to take share from a single pool of money. Larger pools of money imply added upside
and a longer growth runway, suggesting higher levels of total free cash flow over time. Therefore, capital
allocators in the markets are often willing to value these companies at a premium to companies that are
limited to generating revenue from a single pool of money.
The valuation premium ascribed to multiple revenue streams is especially powerful in consumer-facing
businesses, since time and money are essentially fixed or growing at low-single-digit rates. By implication, a
company’s revenue growth must come from a consumer reallocating a portion of his/her budget from
elsewhere. Advertising pools of money have different, although complimentary, goals as sources of revenue
for content companies and therefore represent incremental upside.
Real-world datapoints that support the supremacy of dual revenue stream business models include:




Single Revenue Stream: Advertising. Before the dual revenue stream business model that today funds
300 channels in the US TV ecosystem, there were only 4 broadcasters: ABC, CBS, NBC, and Fox.
When Fox was introduced as the 4th broadcast network in 1986, the consensus view was that the
market could not support a fourth 24-hour ad-supported broadcast channel. Since 300 channels came
after Fox, it’s safe to say this was inaccurate, but it’s hard to conclude that assessment was wrong if the
funding mechanism had remained 100% advertising revenue only. Over time, all four broadcast
channels have moved toward a dual revenue stream business model, which has elongated their revenue
growth and added to their total valuation multiples.
Single Revenue Stream: Subscription. In the context of the launch of 300 dual revenue stream
channels in the US TV ecosystem, up from zero in 1976, today there are only a handful of major
pay-TV channels that carry no advertising, including HBO, Showtime, Starz, and Encore.

Conclusions: What investors are worried about is that when a company that has the power of two revenue
streams behind its content puts that identical content on a platform with a single revenue stream, it destroys
value in two ways:
 It pushes viewing toward a lower revenue/hour/viewer for that piece of content, which acts as a
headwind to future revenue growth, and acclimates consumers to demand a lower cost per hour of
premium content viewed (i.e., lower ad loads and/or lower subscription fees); and
 It lowers the value of the enterprise because it shifts viewing (i.e., consumption) from a dual revenue
stream business model to a single revenue stream business model. This moves public content companies
away from their enormous competitive advantage of two revenue streams toward their digital
competitors that have a single revenue stream (generally advertising), which self-destructs a key barrier
to entry and valuation advantage.
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YouTube: Race to the Bottom for Content Economics?
The biggest success in the digital video world is clearly YouTube. Every content company we cover puts
some content on YouTube, often short form. Investors are worried that moving premium content from
TV to digital platforms is lowering the average revenue per hour per viewer. Because we believe that
content must become immersive to attract and retain super-fans, the key economic question is: What form
of content on YouTube destroys vs. creates value? Let’s do some math about the current economics of
content viewed on the YouTube platform. Let’s begin with an analysis of YouTube’s revenue:




Global Revenue Estimates. According to the Wall Street Journal, YouTube garnered global revenue
of $4B in 2014, up 33% y/y compared with $3B of revenue in 2013. YouTube keeps an average of
45% of this revenue, and pays out the remaining 55% to content owners. Virtually all of YouTube’s
revenue comes from video advertising.
US Revenue Estimates. According to eMarketer, YouTube generated $1.13B of video advertising
revenue in the US in 2014, up 40% over the $810MM it generated in 2013. We think that eMarketer’s
US revenue number is too low, given that YouTube CPMs (cost per thousand viewers) in the US are
$4-8, according to our sources, compared with offshore CPMS, which are significantly lower, including
India at $0.05 CPMs. We are more comfortable estimating that the US represented 20% of views and
50% of total 2014 revenue, or $2B of US revenue for YouTube in 2014. Even this number, which is
two times higher than eMarketer’s 2014 estimate, feels low to us since YouTube has been competing
inside a $170B per year ecosystem in the US for nearly a decade.

Now let’s turn to YouTube’s consumer demand stats. According to a YouTube post in August 2015:





6 billion hours of videos are watched on YouTube each month;
20% of YouTube views are in the US;
YouTube had over 1 billion users in mid-2015; and
Every day, people watch 200-300MM hours on YouTube.

Revenue Paid to Content per Hour by YouTube
Since YouTube states that it streams an average of 6 billion hours of videos globally each month, we can
compare this demand metric to YouTube’s average monthly revenue of $333MM ($4B/12 months per
year) in 2014. This implies that YouTube received $0.06 per hour viewed in 2014. YouTube keeps 45% of
this revenue and pays content owners the remaining 55%. By implication, content creators were paid an
average of about $0.03/hour for content they posted on YouTube in 2014, for content consumed. The
economics would be worse if some portion of content posted was not viewed.
Historically, YouTube’s advertising growth has been stymied by its inability to monetize much of its traffic
because either user-generated content is too short to include ads or YouTube’s context is too risky for
brands owing to the user-generated source of many of its videos. We applaud YouTube’s decision to create
channels of content and its new subscription environment called Red, which is an effort to improve
monetization of the extremely high traffic levels on YouTube.
Conclusions: Our calculations imply that there is still “no money” in the digital video world ($0.03 of
revenue per hour of viewing) compared to TV. The two key investment implications of this are: 1) new
entrants which are digital-only are undermined by this lack of monetization, making them less of a
competitive threat; and 2) until the economics improve, public content companies should use YouTube to
push viewers back to their dual revenue stream premium programming. We are intrigued by WWE’s
decision to allow viewers on YouTube to create user-generated content using its IP and then keeping 100%
of the ad revenue from these views. This creates more fan engagement and generates incremental revenue
to WWE at no cost. Of WWE’s $7MM of YouTube revenue globally TTM, we estimate that 50% of this
came from user-generated content views that used WWE’s IP, where WWE had zero costs. Rather than sue
IP infringers, WWE keeps 100% of ad revenue from these views.
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Follow the Money: What’s Next for US TV Advertising Revenue?
US TV advertising revenue will reach $70B in 2015, according to PwC. Historically, consumers were
bundled into large demographic groups, and then sold to advertisers. For example, advertisers could buy
“Women 18-49” or “Adults 25-54.” As devices owned by each person proliferated, this created the
problem of duplication. That is, some people get an ad 20 times and others not at all. Both are a waste
of money.
Where the puck is going (our view) is that advertisers want to follow a specific person across all devices,
across dayparts. Facebook has solved this problem on digital platforms via an always-registered
environment, which should drive 40% ad revenue growth to $17B in 2015. Figure 7 shows usage by device
for each hour of the day.
Device Consumption Varies Across the Day

Figure 7

Source: Nielsen, 2Q15, Total Audience Report, US data.

The economic implications of this ad revenue shift are important, including:
 Since TV viewing has the highest reach (by a lot) from 7pm to 2am, any integrated advertising plan
must include TV.
 Since Smartphone usage is higher than TV viewing in the middle of the night (2am to 8am), this
implies that an integrated advertising campaign that follows a person must include a smartphone
component.
 Radio is the top usage category from 7am to 7pm, suggesting radio economics will benefit in a world
where the advertiser wants to follow a person across all dayparts.
 PC usage is about half the level of Radio and TV, and much more fractured across thousands of
websites. The problem of duplicated reach is particularly challenging for online advertising campaigns,
in addition to fraud and non-viewability.
 Connected TV use grows throughout the day, peaking at 9pm, hours before peak TV viewing.
Conclusions: To follow a specific consumer, rather than a large group of consumers, across his/her devices
across all dayparts requires more granular data for each device plus analytics that determine which devices
belong to each consumer. By implication, data and analytics become more valuable and have upside pricing
power in this world. We are buyers of Nielsen and comScore owing to revenue upside from their crossplatform measurement capabilities. In addition, we recommend caution for measurement products that
focus on any single screen.
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Ad Blocking Is the Biggest Threat to Online Innovation
Our channel checks indicate that about 15% of ads are being blocked by consumers today. In September
2015, Apple announced that it would enable ad blocking apps, which we expect to accelerate adoption of
ad blocking by consumers. The rise of ad blocking implies that the online ecosystem is undermining its own
economics. Without revenue from ads, much of the online ecosystem cannot survive, including the
premium digital video content ecosystem.
Ad blocking suggests that revenue streams for would-be competitors to TV companies will be less robust in
the future than they have been in the past. Ad blocking makes it less likely that the online video ecosystem
will be a successful disruptor of the TV ecosystem. It also increases the odds that the demise of TV (if it
occurs) will come from its own incumbents by shifting viewing of identical content from high-value linear
TV viewing hours towards lower value, single revenue stream, digital platforms.
Viewability Issues Threaten Ad Growth
The digital ecosystem is trying hard to shift a portion of TV’s $70B per year advertising revenue toward
digital choices. We think brands and ad agencies will only slowly move TV ad dollars to online options
owing to recent disclosures about viewability and fraud.
Figure 8: Viewable Ads Online

According to the IAB, display-related advertising revenues in the
US reached $13.5B in 2014, up 5% y/y. One of our clients argues
that the digital ecosystem should repay about half of that money
back to marketers. Why? In their whitepaper entitled, “The Value
of a Digital Ad,” comScore concluded that about 50% of total
ads cannot be seen by consumers. They are non-viewable.
Figure 8 shows that an average of 50% of display ads are nonviewable even though they are paid for.
 An ad is defined a viewable in Figure 8 so long as 50% of the
ads pixels are in view for at least 1 second. This ad unit is
highly inferior to TV, where a brand gets a full-page/screen
take-over guaranteed for 30 seconds. Ads skipped on a DVR
would be deemed “viewable” by the online definition, but not
Source: comScore, Value of Digital Ads, 2Q14.
under the TV ecosystem definition.
 Direct impressions are defined as ad viewed on sites sold directly by publishers like Yahoo, AOL, etc.
Only 55% of ads are in view.
 Non-direct is defined as impressions that are garnered by an ad exchange, ad network, demand side
platform or sell-side platform. Only 45% of ads purchased through these indirect sources are viewable,
even under the minimalist definition of viewability at 50% of pixels for at least 1 second.
Figure 9: Non-Human Traffic

Source: comScore, Value of a Digital Ad, November 2014.
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Fraud (Non-Human Traffic)
In addition to non-viewable ads, comScore
found that 5-15% of all display ads were served
to bots. Several sources we talked to assert that
this estimate is far too low, and that NHT
accounts for 60% of online ad views globally.
Figure 9 implies that 1% of publishers have 49%
of their traffic plus 2% of publishers have 22%
of their traffic as fraudulent. comScore
concluded that 7% of total ad campaigns paid
for at least 20% of ads that were delivered to
bots and 14% of ad campaigns had 5-20% of
their ads impressions delivered to bots.

Economic Implications
In the past, fraud has been enabled because digital companies were allowed to “grade their own
homework.” As video moves online, at a much higher price point than display ad units, measuring viewable
ads and subtracting non-human traffic becomes more important. We are buyers of measurement stocks
Nielsen and comScore because we believe TV advertisers will demand third-party independent
measurement and audience guarantees, just like in TV.
Deteriorating Ad Unit Value
Our research shows that Netflix is a service primarily for the rich, not the poor, as commonly reported.
Why? Because a decent streaming video experience requires a high-speed internet connection, which costs
extra money paid to your cable/telco company each month. In addition, according to Nielsen, an SVOD
(subscription video on demand) home is more than twice as likely to have annual income of over $75,000.
In addition, as illustrated by Figure 10, SVOD homes are much more likely than the average TV household
to have a high-definition TV display, an enabled Smart TV, a DVR, a video game console, more than 1 PC
in the home, plus a tablet. The
Figure 10: SVOD Households Are Rich and Connected
overweighting of these expensive
electronics suggests that SVOD services
are typically treated as an additional
service, not a substitute to linear TV to
save money. Finally, Nielsen found that
about 30% of Netflix subscribers also pay
for Amazon Prime, and a meaningful
percent also pay for Hulu+ as well,
suggesting household wealth.
This analysis suggests that viewing on
Source: Nielsen, 4Q14, Total Audience Report, US data.
Netflix lowers the value of the remaining
ad units sold on the linear TV ecosystem. In fact, these viewing hours are removed from all ad revenue
pools of money. We wonder whether any price is high enough for a content company to bleed its linear TV
advertising system of these high-quality viewers.
Conclusions: Wealthy households are the most valuable to certain types of advertisers. Since SVOD
subscriptions typically have no (or very low) advertising revenue, these services siphon viewing away from
the linear TV ecosystem, thereby lowering the quality of the remaining ad units on linear TV as upscale
viewers shift their viewing hours.
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Follow the Money: What’s Next for US Subscription Revenue?
Although consumers are demanding a broader array of bundle choices, and there are several OTT channel
options available today, we expect a la carte channel offerings in aggregate to account for less than 10% of
total US TV revenue at maturity. Why? Because choosing among hundreds of choices is hard work for
consumers. The demand for a la carte channels should fall short of expectations owing to the “Tyranny
of Choice.”
Academic research indicates that too many choices lowers value:
 In 2004, Barry Schwartz wrote a book entitled The Paradox of Choice: Why More Is Less, in which he
concluded that having too many options to choose from often leaves consumers bewildered and less
satisfied after making a purchase decision.
a. One of his key insights is that too many choices often produce paralysis. Consumers simply don’t
decide at all. They chose nothing, because they fear making the wrong choice.
b. In addition, too many choices often produce poor decisions because people try to simplify the
choice to the point where they make bad choices. And, if they actually reach a decision, too many
choices often make them second-guess whether they made the right decision after all, thereby
lowering satisfaction of any purchase decision made.
 Professor Sheena Iyengar of Columbia Business School has spent her academic career studying the
value created by choice. In her 2010 book entitled The Art of Choosing, she includes a now famous
experiment where she alternated offering tastings of a large assortment of jams (24 of the 28 total
flavors made by Wilkin & Sons), followed by a small selection of only six jams, and found that when
consumers went to the jam aisle to purchase jam after the tasting, “People who had sampled the large
assortment were puzzled. They kept examining different jars, and if they were with other people, they
discussed the relative merits of the flavors. This went on for up to ten minutes, at which point many of
them left empty-handed. By contrast, those who had seen only six jams seemed to know exactly which
one was right for them.” From her book, “They strode down the aisle, grabbed a jar in a quick minute
and continued with the rest of their shopping. In all, 30% of people who had sampled the small
assortment decided to buy jam, but only 3% (1/10th) bought a jar after sampling the large
assortment.” In another example of consumer value destroyed by too many choices, her book also
includes a study of 800,000 people’s savings decisions and found that the more choices of 401(k) funds
people had, the less likely they were to participate in their retirement savings program.
From an anecdotal point of view, we observe that many of the best marketers in America offer consumers
three choices, such as small, medium, large, or tall, vente, grande, or bronze, silver, gold. Three choices is a
recurring theme in marketing because it allows consumers to default to the middle choice. It allows them to
make an easy choice, and not second guess themselves after the fact. In TV, the middle choice has been
called the “expanded basic” TV bundle, which more than 60% of US TV households default to.
Conclusions: The notion that consumers will perceive they are better off (i.e., higher value) when their
choices go from 3-5 TV bundle options to 300 a la carte channels is flawed, according to the academic
literature. Too many choices overwhelm consumers and often leads to lower customer satisfaction levels or,
worse, stops them from buying anything at all.
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What’s Next for Content? The Smartphone Ecosystem
The torrid pace of mobile device adoption globally has surprised everyone, including us. This has fueled a
dramatic viewing shift toward mobile video consumption globally. According to Nielsen, smartphone usage
has nearly doubled from 36 minutes per day to 1 hour 6 minutes per day over the past 24 months. Mobile
phones are creating a new globally scaled distribution platform that lends itself to short-form video content
that can be easily consumed in fast snackable bites of less than 2 minute each, on a smartphone which is a
small screen. They are also personal, not shared, devices.
Monetization of videos consumed on smartphones is growing rapidly, up 67% y/y in 3Q15, according to
FreeWheel. By implication, ad revenue in the smartphone ecosystem is growing 32x faster than desktop.
We believe that the trend toward viewing video content over mobile devices will add the most revenue and
value to the US content companies if this platform is treated as an adjacency to the dual revenue stream
linear TV long-form content. We think new forms of short-form content should be created specifically for
the smartphone market globally and, so long as there is more money per hour for linear TV viewing, shortform viewing should push consumers back to multiple revenue stream linear TV.
Each different device influences how much advertising revenue is associated with a piece of content. A key
conclusion from Figure 11 is that different devices monetize at different levels. According to FreeWheel,
in 3Q15:
 52% of online ads in premium video
Figure 11: Video Ad Revs by Device, 3Q15
content were viewed on desktop
computers, up 3% y/y.
 19% of online ads in premium video
content were viewed on smartphones, up 67% y/y.
 13% of online ads in premium video
content were viewed on OTT
devices, up 157% y/y.
 10% of online ads in premium video
content were viewed on tablets, up
42% y/y.
 6% of online ads in premium video
content were viewed via Video on
Source: FreeWheel Video Monetization Report, 3Q15
Demand over a Set Top Box.
We believe that much of the viewing of video over smartphones is short-form because consumers are
creating “new windows of time” to consume video that is mostly out of the home. Therefore, we believe
smartphones should be used for viewing and monetizing short-form content. In addition, because
smartphones are always with their owner, and research shows that consumers are very reluctant to share
their smartphones, content for these devices can be personalized, suggesting new forms of content that
have never existed in the shared environment of the TV screen in the home.
Conclusions: Because smartphones are used largely out of the home, this creates “new windows of time”
for content viewing. In addition, because the youngest demographic are the heaviest users of smartphones
and they view them as personal devices, this creates options for new types of content that can be targeted to
each device and monetized at a higher rate. We believe that the viewing and economics on smartphones will
be additive to the content companies, so long as the content they create is complimentary and not
substitutable (i.e., identical).
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The Good News: Strong Consumer Demand
Nielsen’s 2Q15 total audience report included several pieces of good news related to US TV viewing
(i.e., consumption) compared to other media.
Daily Usage per Person (US Audience, 18+)

Figure 12

Source: Nielsen 2Q15 Total Audience Report, US data.

Key points from Figure 12 include:









TV Platform. The device called a TV remains the dominant use case for consumers’ media
consumption in the US, at 4 hours 11 minutes per day in 2Q15. Adding DVR playback per day of 29
minutes per day clearly implies that the device called a TV remains the most valuable distribution
platform for premium long-form video content by a long shot.
Trends. From 2Q13 to 2Q15, daily live TV viewing in the US has fallen from 4:29 to 4:11, offset in
part by 3 minutes per day of higher DVR viewing (from 26 minutes to 29 minutes). In total, despite an
explosion of internet-connected choices, including services like Netflix, Hulu, Amazon (AMZN, Hold),
CBS All Access (CBS, Buy), HBO Now (TWX, Hold), etc., total time spent watching the device called
a TV has only fallen by 7% (from 269 minutes per day to 251) over the past 2 years.
Smartphone consumption has nearly doubled from 36 minutes per day to 1 hour 6 minutes per day
over the past 2 years. This was partly offset by falling desktop PC consumption, from 46 minutes per
day to 43 minutes. We believe that in-home, consumers prefer “best available screen,” defined as
largest TV screen that is NOT their PC. The use case for smartphones is that they often represent the
“best available screen” during out-of-home sorties.
Multi-Media Devices screens like Roku, AppleTV, etc., have grown from essentially zero 2 years ago
to 9 minutes per day, and bear watching if this growth trajectory continues.
Game Consoles grew 33% over the past 24 months, but usage remains low at 12 minutes per day.
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The Bad News: Demographics Diverge
The bad news is that the youngest viewers do not consume linear TV (live plus DVR) nearly as much as
older viewers and, worse yet, their viewing trends are getting worse over time.
Live TV + DVR Viewing Trends, Weekly Hours

Figure 13

Source: Nielsen, 2Q15 Total Audience report, US data.

We would make the following points about Figure 13:






Measurement Complexity. Total viewing by the youngest viewers is more complicated than Figure 13
implies. Several studies have shown that 12-34-year-olds consume more media than other groups, but
it is spread over a plethora of unmeasured devices, across dayparts, over a myriad of content lengths
(both profitable and not). In addition, much of their video consumption is short form (less than
2 minutes), which suits the smartphone platform. It remains hard to monetize short-form content.
Content. We wonder how much of the downward ratings trends in linear viewing by the youngest
demographics reflect, in part, poor content decisions by the linear channels historically focused on this
young target audience. Recently, companies like Time Warner—traditionally one of the best TV
programmers—has added gamer’s content to its TBS/TNT programming. We are optimistic that new
programing ideas will bring young audiences back to TV, because they are the most valuable.
Money. We recommend that investors beware of media CEOs that talk about traffic or total viewing or
any other non-monetary metric. Non-monetary metrics rose in prominence during the digital age,
because internet visionaries love to give services away for free. One of the great advantages of the TV
ecosystem is that it is comprised of enormous companies (i.e., difficult to get promoted to CEO) led by
businessmen. In a few instances, the CEO is also a programmer, but he (all men) is always a
businessman first. The relentless focus on economics throughout the US TV ecosystem has been
a winning formula for shareholders over the past 30 years, regardless of which company an
investor owned.
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Appendix A
We are particularly intrigued by all the innovation occurring in digital video. We recommend investors pay special
attention to the following private digital video companies.

Alloy Digital is a multi-platform, next-generation video company targeting the highly
coveted, early adopter 12-34-year-old demographic. It offers a top-10 video network,
which delivers several hundred million monthly streams and includes award-winning
Smosh, the #1 YouTube channel, as well as Shut Up! Cartoons.
Big Frame is a leading media company in the YouTube video entertainment space,
connecting advertisers with their highly engaged audiences. The biggest advertisers in
the most competitive industries work with Big Frame to reach active, engaged and
demographically focused audiences.
BrightLine is the leading provider of rich media interactive advertising over televisions.
It creates interactive TV experiences for advertisers, and gives advertisers the tools to
design interactive video experiences over the TV screen, and in-App-based Smart TV
environments. BrightLine uses proprietary data-driven design tools backed by 10 years
and over 500 campaign executions.
BuzzFeed is a social news and entertainment site, covering global media and
technology topics, such as politics, DIY, animals and business. The site includes text
and video, serious journalism, and fun and entertainment-oriented content. In video,
BuzzFeed has created “The Creepiest Series” and “Fun Facts.”
DECA creates high-quality videos and operates a network of premium video channels.
Its purpose is to make women feel connected and inspired. DECA owns a portfolio of
brands, including Kin Community Originals, Momversation.com and The Lizzie
Bennet Diaries.
Defy Media is the top creator, distributor, and owner of millennial-focused digital content, generating
over 500 million views every month. It develops content for millennials, distributes it across all digital
platforms, and markets it to connect fans with content. Defy Media is the only digital content company
that has proven its ability to repeatedly build digital brands and establish content franchises.
Delivery Agent adds commerce to TV for the world’s largest brands and media
companies. Its proprietary technology allows viewers to transact directly from
advertisements in television shows from both advanced television and mobile
applications. It maintains long-term partnerships with NBC, FOX, CBS, HBO,
Showtime, Pepsi, Visa, Comcast, Cablevision, AT&T, Verizon, Samsung, LG, etc.
Extreme Reach is the leading provider of video ad management, delivery and
measurement solutions across TV and digital media. Its cloud-based platform
streamlines the execution and measurement of cross-media video campaigns from preproduction through campaign analytics, and is the only platform that integrates video
delivery with talent payment and rights management.
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Grapevine is a YouTube influencer network. It is a platform that allows brands to find
and pay YouTube content creators to create marketing content that reaches their fan
base. Grapevine makes it simple and easy to find and manage the wide array of
YouTube sponsorship opportunities. Grapevine is not a multi-channel network (MCN)
and therefore is used as a compliment to MCNs.
IZEA connects brands with influential content creators and publishers. Its platform
enables content marketing and influencer marketing at scale.
Kaltura allows enterprises to upload videos to a centralized location and distribute
them to multiple destinations, such as YouTube, Hulu and DailyMotion, at the click of
a button. All public videos are automatically indexed by leading search engines,
including Google and Bing. Kaltura has a leading in-player recommendation gallery
and deep integration with discovery tools.
Machinima is the world’s most powerful and enthusiastic gamer network, providing
gaming-focused programming to the 18-to-34-year-old male demographic. It reaches
190 million-plus unique gamers each month, with over 2 billion videos viewed. Its
video content is distributed on YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, iOS, Android, and the
Xbox 360. It produces high-quality editorial content and offers a suite of applications,
tools and technologies that motivate and engage its audience.
Moat develops technologies and products for brand advertisers and premium
publishers. Products include Moat Intelligence and Moat Analytics. Moat measures
viewability of the video ad units, so publishers can charge advertisers only for ads
deemed “viewable” by Moat’s measurement technology.
Reelio’s mission is to make it easier for talented creators to support themselves on
digital platforms through the video content they create. Reelio achieves this by
connecting brands with YouTube creators who are interested in sponsorship
opportunities. Brands can also post campaign opportunities to Reelio’s Influencer
Marketplace, where YouTube creators can review and apply to opportunities that
interest them.
Roku is the market leader in streaming entertainment devices for TV, with 8 million
units sold. It believes that consumers should be able to watch, listen and enjoy content
on their TV, whenever they want it. Roku streaming players are renowned for their
simplicity, variety of entertainment choices, and exceptional value.
Shazam connects more than 350 million people, in more than 200 countries and
33 languages to music, TV shows and ads they love. Every month another 10 million
people embrace Shazam, making it the world’s leading media engagement company.
Founded in 2002, Shazam is one of the world’s most recognized mobile consumer
brands and one of the Top Ten most downloaded apps on iTunes App Store.
Tastemade is a video network built for the mobile generation. It creates video content
for all screens, from smartphones to connected TVs, and reaches a global community
of 88 million people each month. Using Tastemade’s platform, Tastemakers come
together to discover and share their passion for great food and travel.
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VEVO is the world’s leading all-premium music, video and entertainment platform,
available in the U.S., Australia, Brazil, Canada, France, Ireland, Italy, New Zealand,
Spain and the U.K. through VEVO.com, the mobile web, mobile and tablet apps,
Connected Television (Xbox, Roku) and user embeddable video players. VEVO is a
joint venture between Universal Music Group and Sony Music.
Videology simplifies big data to empower marketers and media companies to make
smarter advertising decisions to fully harness the value of their audience across screens.
Its math/science-based technology enables customers to manage, measure and
optimize digital video and TV advertising to achieve the best results in the converging
media landscape.
Visible Measures is a platform for video advertising. By connecting its unrivaled video
dataset with advertising that is built to give consumers choice in what they watch,
Visible Measures drives maximum engagement for global brands, agencies, trading
desks, and publisher clients, including Procter & Gamble, Unilever, and Nestle.
Vubiquity is the leading global provider of multiplatform video services, helping to
bring the most innovative, advanced video services into consumers’ homes and onto
their connected devices. Vubiquity offers the industry’s most complete portfolio of
multiplatform video services, including TV Everywhere, VOD, linear television
delivery, advanced advertising and data analytics. Vubiquity gets its customers to
market faster, at a lower cost, and with greater flexibility than they can on their own.
WideOrbit is the leading provider of advertising management software for media
companies. It provides innovative, proven solutions for managing the business of
broadcast and cable operations, from proposal to order, scheduling to automation,
billing and aging. More than 2,700 television stations, radio stations and media
networks around the globe use WideOrbit Traffic software and another 3,200-plus
stations operate on WideOrbit Radio Automation platforms. WideOrbit software
manages more than $30 billion in advertising revenue annually.
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Companies mentioned in this report under coverage by Needham & Company, LLC:
Closing Prices
Company
Symbol
12/8/15
Rating
Disclosures
21st Century Fox – Cl A
FOXA
$28.73
Hold
B, G
Alphabet
GOOG
762.37
Buy
B, G
Amazon.com
AMZN
677.33
Hold
B, G
Bankrate
RATE
14.02
Buy
B
CBS
CBS
49.69
Buy
B
comScore
SCOR
42.38
Buy
B, G
Discovery Communications
DISCA
29.43
Hold
B, G
FB
106.49
Buy
B, G
Facebook
Netflix
NFLX
126.98
Buy
B, G
Nielsen Holdings
NLSN
45.61
Buy
B
Pandora Media
P
12.50
Buy
B
RENT
49.92
Buy
B, G
Rentrak
Scripps Networks Interactive
SNI
56.94
Buy
B
Synacor
SYNC
1.74
Hold
B, G, J1
Time Warner Inc.
TWX
68.82
Hold
B
Time Warner Cable
TWC
184.88
Hold
B
TRIP
83.20
Hold
B, G
Trip Advisor
Viacom
VIAB
44.71
Hold
B, G
Walt Disney
DIS
112.48
Hold
B
World Wrestling Entertainment
WWE
16.85
Buy
B
Yahoo!
YHOO
34.85
Buy
B, G
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